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His vision is to provide various platforms for the youth to learn and

imbibe the quality of service and leadership through which, they

would be empowered to give back to society, whatsoever they owe.

Sri. G. C. SURANA
1941 - 2008



SURANA COLLEGE

OUR VISION

To be the educational institution of preferred choice by 

ushering in convergence of knowledge, skills and 

values through holistic education.

OUR MISSION
To mould character and careers.



THE COLLEGE SONG

Have faith in yourself

Create your own path

Realize the strength of mind

You're not far away

From the things you want to reach,

'Cause they say where there's a will there's a way

And the way leads to the journey of life

We're suranaites

We re here to make a change

Let's make this world a better place to live in

We'll forever face the sun,

Uphold the justice and humanity

We'll stand as one

Powerful is the light of unity



A relative newcomer in the esteemed Surana Group of Institutions, the Peenya campus has swiftly 

etched its mark, becoming a trusted name in the educational landscape of the city. At its core lies a 

commitment to excellence, and this commitment nds its beautiful expression in the annual 

college magazine, “Ananyata."

Ananyata, a name that resonates with its true meaning - peerless, matchless. Just like its name, 

the magazine stands as a testament to the unmatched potential and brilliance housed within the 

college's vibrant community. It serves as a mirror reecting the remarkable journey of the college 

and its students, year after year.

I extend my heartfelt congratulations to the dedicated editorial committee and the hardworking 

staff who laboriously bring forth the magnicence of Ananyata. Their unwavering dedication and 

creative insight shine through every page, making the magazine not just a collection of words and 

images, but a chronicle of achievements and aspirations.

Equally deserving of applause are the talented students who seize the pages of Ananyata as their 

canvas. Through poetry, prose, art, and various creative expressions, they unveil their innate 

talents to the world. The magazine becomes more than just a platform; it transforms into a stage 

where dreams are performed, voices are heard, and passions are shared.

As readers ip through the pages of Ananyata, they embark on a journey through the collective 

creative consciousness of Surana College. The magazine encapsulates the ethos of the 

institution - one that fosters a holistic development of its students, nurturing not just academic 

excellence but also the arts and talents that make each individual unique.

I invite all readers to immerse themselves in the diverse tapestry of Ananyata. Let its pages inspire 

you, as they have inspired me, to recognize the boundless potential that Surana College, Peenya 

Campus, holds. As we celebrate the achievements, creativity, and accomplishments of our 

students, let us also celebrate the spirit of innovation that denes us as a community.

Best wishes

Dr. Dilip Surana
Chairman and Managing Director

Message from the 
Chairman and Managing Director



Message from the 
Managing Trustee’s Desk

I extend my heartfelt greetings to each one of you and seize this moment to celebrate the essence of 

Surana College - Peenya Campus through the pages of our beloved magazine, Ananyata. In a 

landscape where excellence, professionalism, and dedication dene our institution, "Ananyata" 

stands as an eloquent testament to the values that permeate every facet of our campus life. Our 

students and staff alike, driven by the core belief of our Founder Chairman Late. Sri. G. C. Surana, 

have consistently upheld these values, creating an environment that fosters holistic growth and 

innovation.

It is with immense pride that I congratulate the entire staff and student body for utilizing Ananyata as 

a dynamic platform for self-expression. This magazine stands as a canvas upon which our 

collective creativity, thoughts, and passions are vividly painted. With every word penned and every 

image captured, we showcase not only our talents but also the diversity that thrives within our 

campus.

Our campus is alive with the resonance of co-curricular and extracurricular activities, each one an 

afrmation that our students can indeed excel beyond the connes of traditional academics. 

Through Ananyata, we provide evidence of the myriad talents that ourish within our student body. 

From literary brilliance to artistic masterpieces, from scientic innovations to cultural celebrations, 

our students stand as living testaments to the fact that Surana College is not just an educational 

institution but a thriving ecosystem of holistic growth.

Just as our student strength increases with every passing year, so do the pages of Ananyata expand 

to accommodate the myriad voices and experiences that dene our campus. The magazine's 

evolution stands as a tangible reection of our campus's energetic, bustling atmosphere. It 

captures the moments, achievements, and milestones that collectively make our campus pulse 

with life.

As you delve into the vibrant pages of Ananyata, I encourage you to recognize the dedication, 

creativity, and hard work that our staff and students invest in this endeavor. Their contributions 

breathe life into the magazine, making it a true embodiment of our Surana spirit.

My Best Wishes Always!!

Dr. Archana Surana
Managing Trustee of SEI



Message from the Principal’s Desk

                                         “Unleash Your Creativity and Preserve Memories” 

Dear Students,

As we stand at the threshold of a new chapter in our academic journey, it's both an honor and a 

privilege to introduce you to the latest edition of "Ananyata," our cherished annual magazine. With 

a theme that encapsulates the essence of our experiences - "Exploring the Unexplored"- we invite 

you to join us in a celebration of creativity, and a reection on the memories that have shaped us.

"Ananyata" is a time capsule that captures the vibrancy of our college days. It's a repository for the 

stories, the laughter, and the countless moments. Each page is an opportunity to revisit those 

cherished times, to relive the excitement of discovery, and to pay homage to the friendships that 

have grown into life long bonds.

Our journey through college, from those rst steps onto campus, to late-night study sessions, 

project completion days, memorable eld trips, to the moments of heartwarming support – these 

memories are the crown of our academic endeavors.

Dear students, your pens have the power to bridge the past and the present. As you explore the 

uncharted territories of your imagination, let the ink of your words also pay homage to the 

footprints you've left in the corridors of this institution. Through short stories, you can etch the 

adventures you embarked upon with friends. Through essays, you can unravel the complexities of 

personal growth and evolution. "Ananyata” is a canvas on which your memories blend seamlessly 

with your creativity, forming a masterpiece that speaks to the essence of who you are today.

So, let your creativity ow uninhibited. We encourage you to craft not only stories but also tributes 

to the cherished moments that have shaped you. Through your literary expressions, you 

immortalize the spirit of our college days and the growth we've experienced.

With profound nostalgia,

Dr. Ramya R
Principal
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EDITORIAL TEAM’S NOTE

Dear Readers,

Greetings from the Suranites!

‘Ananyata’ serves as a platform for our budding minds to showcase their 

creativity and talent. It is a celebration of every small or huge step that has 

happened throughout the year. It’s a piece of art curated with ingenuity, moulded 

with care and is one of our best attempts to present the vibrant calendar we were 

a part of, in the most extravagant way as possible. We have made an attempt to 

bring out the hidden talents of students. 

‘Ananyata' captures events conducted all throughout the year, glimpses of the 

year, academic achievements of students and faculty members, achievement in 

sports, sketches of students, fun time for readers and list of committees and 

committee members. It sends forth the message that our college has immense 

possibilities. Indeed, we are happy to see the enthusiasm of students, who have 

given their best in the current issue to express their creative skills.

We would like to express our sincere gratitude to our honourable Chairman, Dr. 

Dilip Surana, our respected Managing trustee, Dr. Archana Surana and our 

beloved Principal, Dr. Ramya.R for their constant support and encouragement 

throughout the process of publication of digital Magazine. We extend our 

gratitude to Students, teaching and non- teaching staff of Surana for their 

perseverance and dedication that has resulted in carving out 'Ananyata' and 

presenting you to cherish the memories.

We hope you enjoy reading the magazine. We are proud to be Suranites and 

through the magazine, we welcome parents, well-wishers and others, who are 

interested to join us with joy.

                                                                                                         Stay motivated!

“Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to 
change the world”.
                                                                          - Nelson Mandela

"Most of the important things in the world have been accomplished 
by people who have kept on trying when there seemed to be no hope 
at all.”
                                                                                          – Dale Carnegie                      
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Date:  27-5-2023

To foster connections, celebrate achievements and strengthen the bond among the alumni 

community through an engaging and memorable get together.

VIRTUAL DIARY OF REPORTS

ALUMNI COMMITTEE

“The alumni get-together was a vibrant and enriching event that united graduates from different 

years. It facilitated the reconnection of old friends, the exchange of knowledge, and the 

establishment of valuable professional and personal connections”.

ARTS

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY

Faculty Prole:

Sl. No.        Name                 Qualication                   Years of Experience

                                                         Surana College         Others

    1       Ms. Prarthana Singh       M.A. (History)  1 year 6 months  2 years 4 months
                                                                 K-SET



1. FDP (Certication Course): ‘35 Hour Online Certication Course on ‘Fundamentals of     

    International Politics’ organised by Centre for Research in Social Sciences and Education 

    (CeRSSE), JAIN (Deemed-to-be University) Bengaluru between 5th - 8th April 2023.

2. FDP: 7 day National Level Webinar on ‘Revised Assessment and Accredition of NAAC- 

    Changes and Challenges’ organised by SSMRV College, Bengaluru on 1st - 8th February  

    2023.

3. Conference: ‘Chal lenges to Secular ism in India in the 21st Century’ organised by 

    St. Joseph’s Evening College, Bengaluru on 10th and 11th June 2022.

Faculty Details of Conferences/FDPs attended:

DEPARTMENT OF JOURNALISM

Faculty Prole:

Sl. No.          Name                 Qualication                      Years of Experience

                                                        Surana College         Others

    1       Mr Manjunath K M     MSc (E-media)       4 months        13 years

1. Visited Press club on 8th of December 2022

2. Conducted a Certicate program for IV and VI semester students in Association with 

    Radio Siddhartha, Tumkuru

Events Organized: 

DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE

Faculty Prole:

Sl. No.          Name                 Qualication                      Years of Experience

                                                        Surana College         Others

    1       Ruma Chakrabarthy          MA (Phd)       3 months        24 years

Staff Achievement: 

No. of Seminar/ FDP/ Conference                                                   4

Paper published & Impact Factor                                                   2
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DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS

Faculty Prole:

Sl. No.          Name                 Qualication                      Years of Experience

                                                         Surana College         Others

    1       Mr. Thippesha L     MA, B.Ed K-SET          1 Year                       14

Staff Achievement: 

No. of Seminar/ FDP/ Conference                                                   1

Date: 30 June 2022

The Department of Humanities of 

Surana College celebrated ‘Pride 

Month’ by conducting a seminar. 

EVENT NAME: PRIDE MONTH - LIVE WITH PRIDE

Visit to Press Club, Date: 8th 

December 2022     
The students had the privilege of 

meeting Mr Vishwanath Suvarna, a 

renowned and National Award-

winning photojournalist.
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Workshop on Multimedia Production, Date: 7th & 8th September, 2022

Two distinguished speakers were invited: Mr. Krishna Raja Acharya, a senior 

video editor and VFX person at Narayana Netraalya Bangalore and Mr. 

Hemanth Kumar. S, Input Coordinator at Public TV Bangalore.

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AND MANAGEMENT

Faculty Prole:

Sl. No.          Name                       Qualication              Years of Experience

                                                                            Surana College     Others

    1    Dr Ajay R                                M.Com, Ph.d                                 1                   15

    2    Prof Satyanarayappa C           M.Com                                 4            23

    3    Prof Sudarshan Chalapathi    M.Com, PGDFM, MBA            4             7

    4    Prof Sachana C                     MBA                                          3.3             3

    5    Prof Bindya BHP                     MFA, MBA                                 3             3

    6    Prof Mahesh B N                     M.Com, MBA                                 1            10

    7    Prof Pallavi  S                     M.Com, KSET                      1            2.7

    8    Prof Shashikumar A           M.Com                                 1             4

    9    Prof Suma T K                     M.Com, NET, KSET                      1             4
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2.  Events organized from the department :

Sl No          Date              Name of the Event                                Resource person / Guest
                                                                                                                            (if any)

    1   3rd June 2022        FDP On NEP Syllabus Orientation for 
                                             BCom And BBA                                                        -

    2   13th June - 
             1st Aug 2022          SDP                                                                                -

    3   24th June 2022      Inauguration Of Europhic 
                                             (Commerce and Management Club)       Mr. V Sudarshan

   4   24th June 2022 Inauguration Of Business Lab                   Mr. V Sudarshan

   5   19th July 2022 Industrial Visit                                    Spectrum Tool Engineers  
                                                                                                                           Private Limited

   6   30th July 2022 Industrial Visit                                                     Hal

   7   23rd July 2022 Guest Lecture on Banking Innovation          Mr. Umesh N

   8   11th Aug 2022 Guest Lecture on Income Tax Returns   Mr. Shashi Bhushan Pandey

   9.   29th Oct 2022 Workshop On Digital Fluency                    Sangeetha Atul 

  10.   11th Nov 2022 Career Counselling -PGCET            Dr. Lasya Kr, Dr R Satish  
                                                                                                                     Kumar, Ms Sushma D

  11.   10th Nov 2022 Industrial Visit to Micro Lab Ltd, Goa                   Na

  12.   25th Nov 2022 Guest Lecturing on Finance, 
                                              Capital Market, Business                           Mr. Shivram Ravindran

13.   29th Dec 2022 Student Enrichment Activity- Learn, 
                                              Unlearn and Relearn                                    Dr. Jayaram. A

14.   03rd Feb 2023         Industrial Visit to Bangalore 
                                              International Airport 

INDUSTRIAL VISIT

The objective of industrial training is to 

provide students the feel of the actual 

working environment and to gain 

practical knowledge and skills, which 

in turn will motivate, develop and build 

their condence.
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EAT MART

The objective of the event was to 

provide students with a practical 

unde rs tand ing  o f  how  on l i ne 

businesses operate, specically 

focusing on the process from order 

placement to delivery. To facilitate this, 

an online platform was created using 

Google Forms, allowing students to 

order a variety of food items.

Field Trip, Bangalore International Airport

• To educate students about the different aspects of air travel

• To educate students about the landside and passenger facilities at airports    
   Provide a hands-on demonstration of using pax kiosk equipment

The Department of Commerce and 

Management at Surana College, Peenya 

organized an industrial visit to Micro Labs 

LTD in Goa. The plant, established in 

2003, offered valuable insights into the 

pharmaceutical manufacturing process. 

The visit aimed to provide students with 

practical exposure to the industry.
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Commerce club

To expose students to meet practical challenges in current business scenario and to 

let the students interact with business experts of industry. To encourage students to 

enhance and inculcate Entrepreneurial skills

DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER APPLICATIONS

Faculty Prole:

Sl. No.       Name                      Qualication                  Years of Experience

                                                                Surana College Others

    1    Ms. Bhavya S                  MCA                             3.11       7.5 yr teaching 
                                                                                                                                 1 yr IT

    2    Mr. Shashi Bhusan Singh    MCA                   1.2(till Dec 2022)    5.5 yr

    3    Ms. Deepthi N                  MSc                   1 (till Nov 2022)    5 yr

    4    Ms. Akshatha Rithesh       MSc/ UGC NET        1.2(till Dec 2022)        -

    5    Ms Lavanya N                  MCA                               1                  -

    6    Ramyashree P M                  M. Tech/ UGC NET        0.7            2.8 yr IT
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Events organized from the department :

Sl No          Date              Name of the Event                                Resource person / Guest
                                                                                                                            (if any)

    1   23rd June 2022 Introduction to APIs                       Mr. Vivek Kumar

    2   25th July 2022 Tech Eniac 2022                                  Mr. Soma Shekara S
                                                                                                              / Mr. Pradeep Doddaiah

    3   27th & 28th                                                                              Ms. Deepashree          
             Aug 2022        Workshop on “Theory of Computation”     (Asst. Prof, PESIT) 

    4   20th Sept 2022   Orientation program on certication          Mr. Gurupreet Singh 
                                         course “Full Stack Development and         (Developer, Jet King) 
                                         Career Growth”                                    

    5   6th Dec 2022         Guest Lecture on “Smart Mobility” Ms. Divya I B 
                                                                                                              (Developer, Continental)

    6     23rd to 27th                                                                           Mr. Gurupreet Singh 
               Jan 2023           Workshop on Articial Intelligence          (Developer, Jet King)   
                                                                                                              
    7    20th & 21st                                                                             Mr. Sriram Paga /
              Jan 2023          Workshop on Full Stack Development     Mr.Kiran Kumar             
                                                                                                              (Developers, Alumni)

    8   15th May 2023    Guest Talk on “Unleashing the Power       Mr. Gurupreet Singh  
                                         of Chat GPT”                                               (Developer, Jet King)                                              
                                                                                                              
    9   26th May 2023    Workshop on “Cyber Security”              Mr. Satish         
                                                                                                              (Developer,Activia)

Brieng students about the important 

Topics of the Subject Theory of 

Computation. The main focus of the 

session was to explore various 

aspects of TOC methodology, 

including:

- Introduction to Finite Automata, 

Regular Expressions, Context-Free 

Grammars,  Normal  forms for 

Context-Free Grammars, Turing 

Machines
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B r i e  n g  s t u d e n t s  a b o u t  t h e 

i m p o r t a n c e  o f  F u l l  s t a c k 

deve lopment  and the  career 

opportunities out of it so that 

interested students can enroll 

themselves to the certication course 

offered by Jet King Pvt Lmt, a 

software training company.   

UNLEASHING THE POWER OF CHATGPT
To provide attendees with a comprehensive understanding of the fundamental 

operations and functionalities of ChatGPT, a cutting-edge Conversational AI model.
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The workshop on Cyber Security, 

focusing on IPsec basics and IPsec 

architecture, was organized by Surana 

College on May 26, 2023. The 

workshop was conducted by Mr. 

Satish, an experienced trainer in the 

eld of cyber security.

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS
Faculty Prole:

Sl. No.          Name                 Qualication                      Years of Experience

                                                        Surana College         Others

    1       Mr. Suhas R                        M.Sc.      34 Months

Outstanding achievement of students: 

  Student                                        Semester                    Achievement 

  Madhupriya                          2nd Semester               Centum in Physics

DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY

Faculty Prole:

Sl. No.          Name                      Qualication                      Years of Experience

                                                              Surana College           Others

    1   Ms. Meenaakshi Srinivasan  M.sc, Phil, B.Ed.           6                7

    2       Ms. Vasavi                                        M.sc                      1                2

STUDENT PROJECT/ PUBLICATION / PRESENTATIONS 

• Treatment of waste water discarded from lab Yesther PCM (2020)

• Preparation of alumina nanoparticles-Arpitha PCM (2020)

• Investigation on utilization of pure ower petal extracts as acid -base indicator in titration- 
   Deepika PCM (2020)
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             Student Participation in cultural events

Sl.No.    Name of the      Class                Venus                Event        Prize won
                Students                             (College Name)        participated

    1    Suma M      2nd year Bsc Bangalore      Elocution     3rd prize
                                                               University

    2       Monika N      2nd year Bsc Bangalore      Painting     Participated
                                                               University

    3       Suma m      2nd year Bsc RV Institute of  Debate     2nd prize
                                                               Legal studies

   4   Bhoomika       2nd year Bsc RV Institute of  Debate     2nd prize
                                                               Legal studies

   5   Suma m      2nd year Bsc Rangajyothi            Peotry     Participated

   6   Suma M      2nd year BSc NITTE                      Debate      Participated

DEPARTMENT OF BOTANY
Faculty Prole:

Sl. No.          Name                     Qualication                  Years of Experience

                                                              Surana College            Others

    1   Mr. Prajwal Kiran Saldanha  M.Sc., KSET,   1 Year 10 months                  -
                                                               GATE 

Students Curricular and Co-curricular Activities: 

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE

Faculty Prole:

Sl. No.          Name                    Qualication                  Years of Experience

                                                              Surana College            Others

    1     Alaknanda J. Adur         Ph.D, K-SET, 
                                                        UGC- NET, (B.Ed)         5                           10

    2     Sachin A. Rosario     M.Sc, NET, KSET   8 months           11.5 years
                                                                 (Ph.D)

    3     Shashikala S. J                    Msc. KSET             8 months            12 years
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STUDENTS' CURRICULAR AND CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

a) II BSc Suma. M. participated and won second prize in the essay competition.

b) II BSc Suma M participated in Dr. K. V. Tirumallesh memorial poem competition.

c) III BSc Asish. A. S. Participated in K1 State level Kick Boxing tournament.

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

Faculty Prole:

Sl. No.          Name                      Qualication                      Years of Experience

                                                              Surana College           Others

    1     Ms. Vibhavari R                            MSc       1 year                 0

    2     Mr. Shyamsundar Kumar       BE                 1 year                 0

INDUSTRIAL VISIT

On Tuesday, 23rd May 2023, Surana College 

PEENYA organized an industrial visit to the 

UNIBIC Biscuit Factory. The visit aimed to 

provide students with an understanding of the 

company's production process. The event was 

coordinated by Mrs. Meenaakshi Srinivasaan, 

who liaised with the factory management for the 

organization of this visit.

CAREER GUIDANCE FOR B.SC. STUDENTS
Objective: To help and guide the students in 

career making decisions. The Department of 

Sciences, in association with the Placement 

Cell, organized a Career Guidance event on 6th 

January 2023. The esteemed Chief Guest for the 

event was Dr. Sarasa Subramanian, a Quality 

Consultant at ITC.
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EVENT NAME: FIELD VISIT

“The eld visit to the Foundation for Revitalisation of Local Health Traditions   

was organized by Mr. Sachin A. Rosario, from the Department of 

Environmental Science and Botany at Surana College, Peenya. The visit was 

exclusively arranged to provide hands-on experience for the 3rd semester 

Environmental Science students."

EVENT NAME: FIELD TRIP

Description: Five days trip was organized to Sirsi and  around to complete 

scheduled practical’s for BSc. EVS II & IV sem students.
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VEDIC MATHEMATICS WORKSHOP

Bsc (PCM) Students of Surana college, Peenya organized workshop on “Vedic Mathematics” 

on National Mathematics Day, 22nd December 2022 at “Vishnu High School”. It was a skill 

enhancement program for high school students by Deepika J, Arpitha N and Pavan SM of third 

year BSc and Madhupriya J of second year BSc were the presenters in the workshop.

GUEST LECTURE ON “APPLICATIONS OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS”

On 11th May 2023. Guest speaker was Mr.Leonard Winston Aiman, Assistant professor, St. 

Joseph’s University. Mr. Leonard spoke about mathematics in daily life and how everything 

that we do in our daily chores can be put into a differential equation
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LANGUAGES

DEPARTMENT OF KANNADA

Faculty Prole:

Sl. No. Name                      Qualication                      Years of Experience

                                                          Surana College             Others

    1    Mr. Keerthy P   MA, M.COM. UGC-NET,          2 Years           1 Year Internship
                                            PGDIE, PGDH, (Ph.D.) 

    2    Dr. Venkatesh    MA, B.Ed, K-SET, Ph.D.    1 year 7Months                9
                                            PGDBS.

    3    Ms. Ambika A R    MA                                           1 Year 

Faculty Prole:

Sl. No. Name                      Qualication                      Years of Experience

                                                          Surana College             Others

    1       Dr. Ramkali Sharma   B.Ed. M.A, M.Phil.                06                          20 
                                                 Ph.D. 

    2     Ms. Tajunnisa. M        M.A. B.Ed.                          05                         NIL

DEPARTMENT OF HINDI

6 7 t h  K a r n a t a k a  R a j y o t s a v a 

Celebration

On 23rd November 2022, the 67th 

Karnataka Rajyotsava was celebrated 

at Surana College. The program 

commenced with the formation of 

Kannada language sculptures by 

teachers and students, symbolizing the 

state festival "Kannada Nudi Saurabha" 

held a day prior to the event.
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Jagadagala Mantapa - Gnyana 

Dasoha - One Day International 

Symposium 

On April 24, 2023, the Kannada 

Department of Surana College, in 

collaboration with IQAC, organized the 

"Jagadagala Mantapa -  Gnyana 

Dasoha" One Day Internat ional 

Symposium at Siddhamangala Seva 

Kendra,  Ye lahanka Upanagara, 

Bangalore, and Basava Balaga, 

Muscat, Oman, in commemoration of 

Basava Jayanti.

Hindi Divas, a celebration aimed at 

fostering student interest in the Hindi 

language and promoting its global 

presence, proved to be a resounding 

success. The event, well-organized and 

informative, received positive feedback 

f rom par t ic ipants  who found i t 

enjoyable and engaging. Students 

praised the program and eagerly 

sought  knowledge about  Hindi 

literature, writers, and ways to cultivate 

their own writing skills. 
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Faculty Prole:

Sl. No. Name                      Qualication                      Years of Experience

                                                          Surana College             Others

    1   Mr. SANTHOSHA M S   BA, B.P.Ed, M.P.Ed           5 Years           6 Years
                                                   (Ph.D.)

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Faculty Prole:

             Journal Name                      Paper Titled               ISSN/ISBN    Year & Impact               
                                                                                                                              Factor

  International Journal of           Effect of Selected Yogic    
  Creative Research Thoughts  Practices on Mental Health   ISSN No-             2023  
  (IJCRT)                                     of Badminton Players     2320-2882   7.97

PAPER PUBLICATION IN JOURNALS

ANNUAL SPORTS MEET

On 19th May 2023, the highly anticipated sports event took place at the R. Rajanna sports 

ground .A remarkable number of over 350 students registered and actively participated in 

sports organized by the Physical Education Department, led by Mr. Santhosha M S.
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STUDENT COUNCIL

Event Name: Student Council Election 2022-23

Date: 8th November 2022

On 8th November 2022, Surana College's Peenya campus conducted the Student Council 

elections for the academic year 2022-2023. The primary objective of the elections was to form a 

Student Council that would manage the student body under the guidance and supervision of the 

Principal and other faculty members.

1. NIMANTH SHETTY of 3rd year B.Com. was elected as PRESIDENT with 156 votes.

2. VINOD GOWDA R of 2nd year B.Com. was elected as VICE PRESIDENT with 118 votes

3. CHETHAN VAISHNAV of 1st year BCA, was elected as BOYS SECRETARY with 176 votes

4. MUSKAN from 1st year B.Com. was elected as GIRLS SECRETARY with 168 votes.

Ignite

On 20th January 2023, the Student Council of Surana College Peenya, organized an event 

called "Ignite." The event featured a guest lecture on the roles and responsibilities of youth in 

nation building, along with a badging ceremony for the members of the Student Council, NCC, 

NSS, and Rotaract.
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DEPARTMENT OF LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCES

Faculty Prole:

Sl. No. Name                           Qualication                 Years of Experience

                                                          Surana College             Others

    1   Mr. Laksmana Rao K R  B. LI.Sc M.LI.Sc     5 Years                          11
                                                                                        11 Months

Exhibition, Sales and Essay Writing
The Department of  L ibrary and 

Information Science, in collaboration 

with the Library Committee, organized 

a remarkable event titled "Books 

Exhibition, Sales, and Essay Writing 

Competition." The esteemed presence 

of Dr. Ramya R, the Principal of Surana 

College, graced the occasion.

EXAM COMMITTEE REPORT

The examination committee was formed to conduct the nal exams. The committee consisted of 

three members: Conveyer Dr Ajay R and Mahesh B N, Bindiya BHP and Ashwini B Somanna. The 

committee was responsible for Conducting the Exams Smoothly, invigilating the exams.

The committee ensured that the exams were conducted smoothly and fairly, without any 

malpractice or disturbance. 

The committee followed a standard marking scheme and awarded marks based on the 

correctness, completeness and clarity of the answers. The committee prepared a mark sheet for 

each student and submitted it to the head of the Institution for verication.

The Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC) of Surana College, Peenya, plays a pivotal role in 

ensuring and enhancing the quality of education and overall academic experience for students. 

Several faculty development programs were organized by the IQAC to enhance the teaching 

skills and professional development of faculty members. Workshops, seminars, and training 

sessions were conducted to promote innovative teaching methodologies and encourage 

research activities.

INTERNAL QUALITY ASSURANCE CELL
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The IQAC implemented robust student feedback mechanisms to gather input on various aspects 

of teaching, infrastructure, and campus facilities. The feedback was collected through surveys, 

focus groups, and direct interaction with students. The ndings were used to identify areas for 

improvement and implement necessary changes. 

This year, our training programs focused on soft skills, aptitude, personality development, 

interview skills, and resume writing, and were conducted both online and ofine. We have 

collaborated with two esteemed knowledge partners, TNS Foundation and FoundIT, to enhance 

our students' skills and prepare them for the professional world.

Out of the 52 eligible candidates from our institute, we are proud to announce that 30 students 

have already secured placements. Additionally, several other students are currently in the 

interview process and are actively pursuing opportunities. We have received participation from 

renowned companies such as Infosys, TCS, Societe Generale, HDFC Bank, Axis Bank, Federal 

Bank, and many more.

The vocational training programme aimed to address the increasing demand for skilled 

professionals in various industries. It targeted individuals seeking career advancement or entry-

level positions in specic trades. The programme provided a comprehensive curriculum that 

combined theoretical knowledge with practical hands-on training.

Students attend each course and undergo rigorous training. There is a special designated hour 

in their timetable for the Vocational Training courses and faculty coordinators have been 

following up with the students and have been constantly monitoring their progress. 

Members: 

1. Ms. Prarthana Singh (Convenor)

2. Ms. Meenakshi  S.

The courses offered were:

1. Agriculture - Mr.Sachin Rosario

2. Content Writing - Mr. Manjunath KM

3. Fermentation Technology - Mr. Prajwal

4. Nuclear Astrophysics - Mr. Suhas

5. Soap Preparation - Ms. Meenaakshi

6. Spoken Hindi - Dr. Ramkali

7. Spoken Kannada - Ms. Ambika

8. Theater Club - Mr. Shashi Kumar, Ms. Pallavi and Ms. Bindya

9. Yuva Chethana - Dr. Ajay, Mr. Mahesh, Ms. Sachana and Ms. Suma

PLACEMENT CELL

VOCATIONAL TRAINING PROGRAMME
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HUMAN AND PUBLIC HEALTH COMMITTEE

Committee Members:

S.L No Name of the faculty             Department               Convenor/ Member

    1                Tajunnisa. M                             Hindi                       Convenor

    2                Manjunath                       Humanities                        Member

Mindfulness and Wellness Workshop

The Human and Public Health committee of Surana College, Peenya Campus, organized a 

Yoga and Meditation workshop titled "A Way of Life" on June 21, 2022, in commemoration of 

International Yoga Day. The session featured Mr. Manjunath S, a Holistic trainer from Prayogam 

Foundation, as the guest speaker.
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INAUGURAL AND BRIDGE COURSE COMMITTEE

DEEKSHARAMBHA

A n  o n l i n e  s t u d e n t  i n d u c t i o n 

programme was conducted by Surana 

College, Peenya, in which students got 

a basics of industrial needs are covered 

in a six-day orientation course that also 

i n c l u d e s  1 2  i n f o r m a t i v e  a n d 

i n s p i r a t i o n a l  s e s s i o n s  l e d  b y 

international professionals. By gaining 

knowledge, students actively engaged 

in the Orientation programme.

Inaugural  Funct ion for  Newly 

Admitted Students at Surana College

The primary objective of the program 

was to familiarize the parents and 

students with the academic aspects of 

the course, provide information about 

the usage of Optra for tracking 

academic progress, and acquaint them 

wi th the inst i tu t ion 's  ru les and 

regulations.

Basic Firing Skill

N C C  c a d e t s  a r e  t r a i n e d  i n 

marksmansh ip ,  wh ich  invo lves 

shooting at targets with ries. The 

cadets are taught the proper stance, 

grip, and breathing techniques to 

improve their accuracy in ring. NCC 

procedures are of utmost importance in 

ring skills. NCC cadets are trained in 

handling rearms safely, including 

loading and unloading, clearing the 

chamber, and proper storage. 
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First Aid and Fire Fighting

Demonstration event was organized by 

Surana College in collaboration with 

the National Cadet Corps (NCC). The 

event aimed to educate and equip NCC 

cadets with essential ski l ls and 

knowledge in rst aid and reghting  

techniques.

The Blood Donation Camp was 

organized by Surana College on 1st 

July 2022 at the Auditorium. The event 

commenced with a formal inauguration 

at 9:30 am, which included welcoming 

the gathering and an invocation song 

performed by the 2nd Year B.Com and 

BBA students.

On December 17th, 2022, a one-day 

workshop on good governance and 

human rights presentation was 

conducted by Bangalore University – 

NSS UNIT, under the government of 

Karnataka, in collaboration with 

University Law College. The event took 

place at the HN Auditorium,
Bangalore University

NSS COMMITTEE
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WOMEN EMPOWERMENT COMMITTEE (STHREE CELL)

Women safety & Empowerment session was conducted by the BPAC Team, and the session 

highlighted about safety measures for women regarding domestic violence, rst aid, medical 

assistance, etc. The session put the spotlight on the process of the awareness programme. 

The Personal hygiene seminar was 

conducted in the college to make 

female students aware about the 

negative effects that our body will have 

in terms of health with no proper body 

hygiene. Ms. Vibhavari R, Assistant 

P ro fessor  o f  Mathemat ics  and 

Convenor of Sthree Cell, Surana 

College gave this seminar.
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ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCES

    Name of the Faculty Department                                 Achievements

   Meenaakshi Srinivasan Chemistry • BOE member of Bangalore University

       • Core committee member for framing NEP syllabus

        • BOS member of Surana College South End Campus

       • Completed 12 weeks course NPTEL course on    
          analytical chemistry with silver medal

      • FDP on recent advances in analytical chemistry  
                                                                             conducted by Shri Vaishnav Institute of Science 
                                                                             Indore from 18th april to 23rd April, 2022.

      • Centum score in chemistry paper 7 by Srinivas

      • Paper published at SRN Adarsh College “Investigation  
                                                                             of Pure Flower Extracts As Natural Indicators”-1st prize

      • Paper presented at St. Francis de Sales College 
                                 “synthesis of alumina from aluminium scrap by solgel 
                                                                             method”

      • Centum score in chemistry paper 1 by Bhoomika

      • 100% results in paper 1

   Vibhavari R                          Maths  • Fdp On ‘Recent Research Areas And Its Application In 
         Mathematics’ Conducted By Vel Tech Multi Tech 
                                                                             Engineering College From 10th October To 15th 
                                                                             October, 2022.

  Prajwal Kiran Saldanha Botany  • Appreciated From SRN Adarsh College For Cataloging    
        The Flora Of SRN Adarsh College

Sachin A Rosario             EVS  • Santhosh Kumar J. Urumarudappa, Sachin Rosario, 
                                                                            Ravikanth G, Suchada Sukrong. 2023, Acomprehensive 
                                                                             review on Saraca asoca (Fabaceae) - Historical 
                                                                             perspective, traditional uses, biological activities, and 
                                                                             conservation. Journal of Ethnopharmacology. 
                                                                             https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jep.2023.116861.

      • Oral presentation- ICSE 2023- International   

                                                                            Conference on Sustainability in Education- .

           Topic presented: Assessment for Optimizing Pages in 

                                                                             Answer Booklets to Minimize the Carbon Footprint of 

                                                                             Educational Institutes: A Case Study.

                                                                             Won 3rd Prize in Oral presentation category
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     Name of the Faculty Department                                 Achievements 

   Dr Ramkali Sharma                 Hindi  • BOS Member of Bangalore University –

            Edited Hindi textbook of BSC I Semester, II Semester 

          BBA & III Semester BCA

          Edited V Semester & VI Semester of Optional Hindi 

      • BOS Member of St. Joseph’s University Autonomous –

      

      • BOE Member of Bangalore University – 

          Question Paper Setter

          Worked as Reviewer 

      • BOE Member of NMKRV Autonomous – 

          Question Paper Setter

          Worked as Reviewer 

      • Invited as a Resource person for BBA IV Semester NEP   

       Syllabus Workshop in Sheshadri Puram College    

      • Invited as a Resource person for BCA IV Semester NEP  

       Syllabus Workshop in Soundarya College    

      • Presented papers in National as well as International 

                                                                           Seminars and Published Papers with ISBN and ISSN

      • Received Shreshth Award, accompanied by a cash 

                                                              reward from the esteemed Surana 

STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT DETAILS

Deepika Bsc (PCM) III Year - Presented Paper On “Investigation Of Pure Flower Extracts As 

Natural Indicators”-1st Prize At SRN Adarsh College

Arpitha Bsc (PCM) III Year-Presented Paper On“ Synthesis Of Alumina From Aluminium Scrap 

By Solgel Method” At St. Francis De Sales College.

DEPARTMENT OF HINDI
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AND MANAGEMENT

     Name of the Faculty Department                                 Achievements 

   Dr. Ajay R                      Commerce and   • Has presented  a paper on ‘An opportunity to   
                                             Management           improve past graduate educational research’.

      • Appointed as BOE Chairman for UG Exams of 2022-23.

      • Appointed as Question Paper setter for January 2023 
       examinations for REVA University

      • Authored NEP Policy Textbook on Social Media 
       Marketing for 3rd Semester BBA Students

   Sachana C            Commerce and  • Paper presentation titled ' A Study on the Role of    
            Management    Gamication in the Indian Education System with 
       references to Higher Education Institution in Bangalore 
       City'. at Sri K Puttaswamy First Grade College.

      •  TNS India Foundation - Future Skills Program 2022-23 
       undergone TOT training programme.

      • Two Days PDP on Bibiliometrics & Scientometrics 
       Analysis - A pratical Approach at Surana College, 
       Kengeri.

   Shashi Kumar A           Commerce and • Presented a paper on ‘talent management in education  
            Management   system’

   Pallavi S           Commerce and • Participated in National level Webinar on Research   
                                             Management        Guidelines- Review of Literature , Questioner   .
       Designing, & Application of Statistical Tools  

      • Presented Paper on " Work Force Diversity - Challenges 
       and Issues "at Nagarjuna Degree College , Paper is 
       also published (Sl No- 95) 

      • Participated in International Conference on Post - 
       Pandemic Recovery in Business and its Impact on 
       Various Stake holders - Strategies, Issues and 
       Challenges  

      • Scored Centum in Cost Management - 5th Semester 

       1. Aditya Deepak Mudur 

       2. Vinutha V

       3. Soundarya HS

       4. Karthik MR

       5. Jeevitha BS 

   Suma T K             Commerce and • Authored BU Text book 

             Management          PERSONAL WEALTH MANAGEMENT
           KALYANI PUBLISHERS
           ISBN:  978-93-5540-397-1

      • International Conference - Paper Presented on ROLE  
       OF SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT IN MARKETING 
       OF DIARY PRODUCTS
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ACHIEVEMENTS IN SPORTS

State Level Yogasana Championship-

2023 (Open) was organized by Patanjali 

Yoga Kendra and DVG Shaikshanika and 

Samskruthika Vedike in Bangalore on 

23rd July 2023. Archana.JH from 1st BA 

had participated in 16-20 age category 

and won 2nd place.

On 19th November 2022, Banglore 

University conducted Intercollegiate Yoga 

Competition in Channapatna Government 

First Grade College, our college student 

Archana.J.H from 1st BA participated in 

this competition. She secured 4th place 

and got selected to the National Level 

competition. She participated in National 

level held at Kalinga Institute of Industrial 

Technology, Bhubaneswar, Odisha from 

26th December to 29th December 2022 by 

representing Bangalore University.
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Seshadripuram academy of business studies organized intercollegiate Yoga Championship on 

22nd June 2023 in Kengeri at Bangalore. Archana.J.H from 1st year BA actively participated in 

that competition and won 2nd place.

Sathyendra from 2nd Sem BA has 

secured 1st place in Inter- College Alethic 

Meet (Steeplechase) which was held in 

Gnana Bharathi, Bengaluru University.
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Venkatesh from 2nd Sem BA has secured 

1st place in both 1500m and 5000m in 

Alethic which was held in Gnana Bharathi, 

Bengaluru University.

Samarth.S from 2nd sem BBA has 

secured 2nd place(silver) SOUTH ASIAN 

INTERNATIONAL GAMES 2023 which 

was  he ld  i n  Sambaram Co l l ege 

Bangalore.
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Suhas from 1st year BA, Nakul gowda 

from 2nd year B.com, Srinivas and 

chethan from nal year B.Com has 

participated in oorball in university level 

and secured 1st place in Inter- college 

University Level which was held in Madya 

Pradesh, India.

Mr. SANTOSHA  M  S

Physical Education Director

Surana College, Peenya 

Campus
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GLIMPSES OF THE YEAR

MIRAKI

ETHNIC DAY CELEBRATIONS
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ELECTIONS FOR STUDENT COUNCIL 2022-2023

KANNADA RAJYOTSAVA
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NSS CAMP
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SPORTS DAY

YOGA DAY CELEBRATIONS 
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INDEPENDENCE  DAY
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REPUBLIC DAY

TECH ENAIC 2023
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ANTHARAGNI 2K23 
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BONFIRE 2.0 – NEW YEAR’S CELEBRATION

SUGGI HABBA
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GRADUATION DAY 
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ARTICLES

The relationship between students and professors plays a vital role in creating a conducive learning 

environment. This dynamic connection is built upon mutual respect, open communication, and shared 

goals. When students and professors establish a healthy rapport, it paves the way for enhanced 

collaboration and effective learning experiences.

One of the key elements in fostering a positive student-professor relationship is communication. Professors 

who are approachable and accessible create an environment where students feel comfortable seeking 

clarication, asking questions, and engaging in meaningful discussions. Open lines of communication 

enable students to voice their concerns, share their perspectives, and actively participate in the learning 

process. Similarly, professors who are receptive to student feedback can adapt their teaching methods and 

tailor their approach to better meet the needs of their students.

Furthermore, a strong student-professor relationship is built on mutual respect. When professors treat their 

students with respect and dignity, it sets a tone of professionalism and creates a supportive atmosphere. 

Likewise, students who demonstrate respect for their professors' knowledge and expertise cultivate a sense 

of admiration and trust. This respect becomes a foundation for effective learning and encourages students to 

actively engage in the material, seek guidance, and explore new ideas.

Collaboration is another key aspect of the student-professor relationship. When professors involve students 

in the learning process through group projects, discussions, and research opportunities, it promotes active 

learning and critical thinking. Collaborative activities allow students to apply theoretical knowledge to real-

world scenarios, enhancing their understanding and developing essential skills such as teamwork and 

problem-solving. Moreover, professors who actively engage with students in academic research or 

mentorship programs provide valuable opportunities for students to delve deeper into their elds of interest.

A positive student-professor relationship also extends beyond the classroom. Professors who take a genuine 

interest in their students' academic and personal growth can serve as mentors and guides. They can offer 

guidance on career choices, provide references for internships or research opportunities, and help students 

navigate the challenges they may face during their educational journey. By establishing a supportive 

mentorship, professors can inspire students to achieve their goals and foster a lifelong love for learning.

In conclusion, the relationship between students and professors is crucial for creating an enriching 

educational experience. Through effective communication, mutual respect, and collaboration, this 

relationship can empower students to become active learners and maximize their potential. Professors who 

embrace their role as mentors and facilitators contribute to the growth and development of their students, 

helping them succeed academically and beyond. By cultivating a positive student-professor relationship, we 

can create an environment where knowledge thrives, curiosity ourishes, and education becomes a 

transformative journey.

The Relationship between Students and Professors: 

Fostering Collaboration and Learning
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 “GANDHI ON FREEDOM, RIGHTS, AND RESPONSIBILITIES.” 

INTRODUCTION: Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi was born on 2nd October 1869, in Porbandar of 

present-day Gujarat. Gandhiji was one among the twentieth century’s greatest political and spiritual 

leader. Honored by Indians as the Father of the Nation. He is known as the apostles of Non-Violence and 

Peace. His approaches were Satyagraha, Education, Unity and Truth which was related to Human Rights 

and Responsibilities.

BODY: Gandhiji said that “Freedom of the Individual is the rst and end goal of the Independence”. 

Gandhiji used the word ‘Swaraj’ for political independence, which means self-rule. Gandhi told that 

“Swaraj is the self-rule not the self-control”. He told that “Real Swaraj comes not by the acquisition of 

authority by the few, but by the acquisition of all to resist the authority when it is abused”. He said that the 

freedom is stied and civil liberties were being denied, without them swaraj is fruitless. He considered that 

Freedom to Speech and Civil Liberties are the main foundations of Swaraj. Due to his clear and consistent 

decision which helped him to lead the Indian National Movements.

 There were many movements that was approached and led by Gandhi: -

CHAMPARAN MOVEMENT (1917): This was the rst freedom movement by Gandhiji and very 

signicant in the history of India. The movement was started in Champaran near Bihar against 

the British India against the Indigo cropping by the farmers.

KEDHA MOVEMENT (1918): The movement was started by Sardar Valla Bhai Patel under the 

guidance of Gandhiji against the taxes during the wake of famine.

KHILAFAT MOVEMENT (1919): This is the pan Islamic and Muslims protest in Brit ish India to 

inuence the British and to protect the Ottoman Turks aftermath the First World War.

NON-COOPERATION MOVEMENT (1920): This protest aimed at Self-Governance and demanded the 

British free India.

SALT-SATYAGRAHA (1930): The movement was led by Gandhiji near Dandi against the high tax on Salt.

QUIT-INDIA MOVEMENT/AUGUST KRANTI MOVEMENT (Aug 8, 1942): Movement aimed at 

the complete freedom and Independence. Started in Bombay and headed by Gandhiji.

Approaches of Gandhi on Human Rights are:

Right to self determination; Right to Live; Right to Work; Right to Social Security; Prohibition of Torture and 

Inhuman Treatment; Prohibition of Slavery and Slave Trade; Rights relating to Motherhood and 

Childhood; Right to clean environment; Right to information; Right to development; Right to indigenous 

people; Right to woman and right of children.

Freedom of religious worship and study enabled Gandhi to uphold the analogous right of intelligent 

conversion’s which means voluntary change of belief and faith. The freedom of woman and girl child was 

inalienable, integral and indivisible in the port of Universal human rights. The participation of the woman at 

the social, political, economical and cultural at the regional, national and international levels. Gandhi 

emitted the hard reality of “one who actually get the deserved rights are the one who shout and strive for 

their whole lifetime”.
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Gandhiji told that “One should do their duty, I do my duty, that is, self-care and I shall be able to serve 

others”.

Gandhiji said that ‘Rights are the results of performance of duties. Rights and Duties are closely related 

and can’t be separated from each other. For every right there is a correspondent duty. He also said the one 

to accrue the true citizenship and rights, he wanted to serve the state where he is living, and after getting 

the rights one needs to safeguard and protect it. Gandhiji started violent resistance, protested Anti Indian 

legislation and fought against the colonial rule of British in India. Through the non-violence and truth 

focused he started the Satyagraha. Through many efforts he strived hard for the freedom and rights of the 

Indians.

CONCLUSION: From being the Son of Dewan to the Father of the Nation, It is a huge and vast journey. 

Mahatma Gandhiji was and is being the inspirations for millions of people across the world. The people 

gave him the title ‘Mahatma’ and ‘Bapu’. He was one among the very few leaders across the world to follow 

the non-violence and truthfulness principle. Finally, the independence was achieved and Gandhiji was 

killed by Nathuram Godse on 1948 at New Delhi.

“ The whole purpose of education is to turn mirrors into windows. ” 

                                                                              -  Sydney J. Harris

“ The function of education is to teach one to think intensively and to think critically .… Intelligence 

plus character - that is the goal of true education.” 

                                                                                                                            - Martin Luther King Jr.
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“HOW TO OVERCOME THE FEAR THE UNKNOWN”

Humans are wired to fear the unknown that’s why uncertainty weather at the Macro level of a Global 

economic, health, or geopolitical crisis or at the micro level (Will I get that Job?, Will this Venture be 

Successful? Am I on the right Way?) Can feel Nerve racking, Exhausting, and even debilitating.

However, that gut reaction leads people to miss a crucial fact. Uncertainty and possibility are the two sides 

of the same coin.

Consider the achievements you are most proud of the moments that transformed your life, the 

relationship that make your life worth living. We’ll bet that they all happened after a period of uncertainty-

one that probably felt stressful but that you nevertheless pushed through to accomplish some great thing.

When we move to a New Company or New Institution, we need to face uncertainty about adjusting with 

new environment, new culture, new colleagues and more challenging work, but after several month after 

we feel so comfort and grateful for all the possibilities the move opened up. 

Our Modern Hero’s all have similar story, nearly everyone initially thought that Elon Musk and his team 

would fail when they set out to revolutionize electric vehicles and push the world towards a more 

environmentally friendly future, they couldn’t have achieved their breakthrough if they had been afraid of 

Uncertainty.

Uncertainty doesn’t have to paralyze any of us, over the past decade we have studies innovators and 

change makers who’ve learned to navigate it well. 

We have reviewed the research on topics like resilience and tolerance for ambiguity. The ndings are clear 

we all can become an adept at managing uncertainty and empower ourselves to step condently in to the 

unknown and seize the opportunity it present.

Apply Four Principles will help us to do that:

1. Reframe your Situation

2. Prime Yourselves for New Risks

3. Do Something 

4. Sustain Yourself

Learning to transform Uncertainty in to opportunity, the only way for any of us to tap in to new possibilities 

is through the gateway of the unknown and it doesn’t have to be a painful process if you believe in your 

ability to navigate it.
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 “INDIAN CULTURE”

Indian culture is the body of so many religions, beliefs, traditions, food, clothing, language and much much 

more. We can agree that it is a jar lled with colorful candies. Hindu or Sanatana Dharma is the most ancient 

religion in the world. Our culture is seraphic and has a very unique history. Ramayana teaches no matter 

how messed up the situation is in life, good will always prevail over evil, Mahabharata teaches so many 

valuable life lessons, strategies, about friendships and love, Lord Krishna teaches the power one sacrice 

can hold up by saving 16000 plus women from the demon Narakasura and married them to make them feel 

respectable in the society and there are different historic events from which one can learn so much.

Our traditions are literally the best, our dresses our jewelry our naturally prepared cosmetics like hennah 

our dyes are all so charming. Coming to our food we have a wide variety of spices and dishes which makes 

us stand out from other countries our food is rich in all the nutrients. So many languages are spoken in 

India and everything has its Indian touch to it.

Lately we are ignoring and disrespecting our culture and are getting inuenced by something else but, if 

we stop and take time to know about our culture everyone is gonna fall in love with it. It is agreeable that 

Indian culture is a bit complex but, the more the complexity the more we can learn from it and it gets 

interesting. An important reminder is that our Indian culture is the root for everything from education, 

medicines, language and so much more.
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“THE ENIGMA OF TIME: UNRAVELLING THE MYSTERY IN PHYSICS”

Introduction: 

In the realm of physics, one of the most profound and captivating mysteries lies in the concept of time. 

From the philosophical ponderings of ancient civilizations to the cutting-edge theories of modern 

physicists, time has continued to elude a denitive understanding. Its elusive nature, coupled with its 

fundamental role in our everyday lives and the laws of the universe, makes time an enigma that has 

fascinated scientists and philosophers alike. In this article, we delve into the depths of this mysterious 

concept and explore why time remains a mystery in the realm of physics.

Time and its Perceptual Nature: 

To begin our exploration, we must acknowledge the subjective nature of time. Time, as we experience it, is 

intimately tied to our consciousness, perception, and the rhythms of our lives. It ows forward, relentlessly 

marching in one direction, giving us the sense of a past, present, and future. However, this subjective 

experience of time poses a challenge when it comes to understanding its objective nature.

The Arrow of Time:

In the realm of physics, the arrow of time refers to the observation that certain phenomena only occur in 

one direction. For instance, we can crack an egg and create a scrambled mess, but we cannot 

unscramble the mess to create an intact egg. This irreversibility is inherent in various physical processes, 

such as the dissipation of energy and the increase of entropy, as described by the second law of 

thermodynamics. While this observation provides insight into the behaviour of time, it fails to unveil the 

fundamental essence of time itself.

The Relativity of Time: 

Albert Einstein's theory of relativity revolutionized our understanding of space and time. According to this 

theory, time is not an absolute, independent entity but rather intricately intertwined with space, forming a 

four-dimensional fabric known as space-time. Time, therefore, becomes dynamic, capable of being 

inuenced by the presence of massive objects and the speed at which an observer moves relative to 

others. This interplay between time and gravity, known as gravitational time dilation, reveals yet another 

layer of complexity and mystery.

The Quantum Conundrum: 

Even within the realm of quantum mechanics, where fundamental particles and their interactions are 

explored, time remains a puzzle. The theory itself describes the behaviour of particles and their evolution 

over time, but it fails to provide a satisfactory explanation for the nature of time itself. Some physicists 

argue that time may not even be a fundamental concept in the quantum realm, hinting at a deeper, 

underlying structure yet to be discovered.

The Search for a Unied Theory: 

The quest to unify general relativity and quantum mechanics, known as the theory of everything, holds the 

potential for shedding light on the enigma of time. The reconciliation of these two powerful yet disparate 

theories could provide a framework for understanding the fundamental nature of time, potentially 

revealing hidden dimensions or unveiling new laws of the universe. However, this remains an ongoing 

challenge in theoretical physics, with many unanswered questions still awaiting resolution.
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Conclusion: 

As we conclude our journey into the mystery of time in physics, we must acknowledge that while 

signicant strides have been made in understanding its behaviour and the intricacies surrounding it, time 

remains an enigma that continues to defy a complete understanding. Its subjective nature, the arrow of 

time, the relativity of time, and the quantum conundrum all highlight the depth of this perplexing concept. 

Yet, the pursuit of knowledge and the exploration of the unknown remain the driving forces behind 

scientic progress. Only by embracing the mystery of time can we hope to unravel its secrets and gain a 

deeper understanding of the universe we inhabit.
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 “HANDSOME LITTLE GIRL”

Cinderella wore a blue gown when I rst watched the movie. The ballroom scene was everyone’s favorite. 

In beauty and the beast I got all hyped up by just seeing how hot the beast was. My childhood innocence 

never made sense. Dancing in the rain like the famous heroines like a crack head and helping a blind guy 

cross the road for a cinematic touch was all I did. Nature is absolutely to be blamed? Or is it? Turns out I 

was confusing the minds of concerned jobless people when I wore my sister’s bangles in front of my 

relatives. How wrong of me to do something out of the blue like that? Shocking! In fact I did it again and 

again. Nature has its own differences. Not all palm trees are in the same length or give the same yield!? We 

can’t teach our children to be better a man or a better woman. All we can teach them is to be better human 

beings. In fact those Disney movies are quite similar with our lives, the heroine battles her war with her 

knight in shining armor. We ght those by ourselves. Unlike the movie it’s not always a happy ending.

Nadia Muralidharan



“DON’T LET CHATGPT TAKE OVER YOUR LIFE”

The technology revolution in the world was caused by our great desire to evolve, develop and communicate. It is not 

news that a rectangular device and some broadband connection has made our life 10 times faster and easier. In this 

era of AI revolution, another thing that’s saving us is ChatGPT. With millions of solutions to offer to every one of our 

single questions, ChatGPT is not only saving money but also a lot of time that is spent on researching the said topic.

ChatGPT is smart, customized, and simple to use. It will cater to your needs in a matter of seconds and promise to 

deliver you details until you are satised. It is very patient, something that we humans lack. According to ‘The 

Guardian’, it has achieved more than 100 million users in less than 2 months of its launch.

As a person that uses ChatGPT often, it is very controversial of me to say that I’m very scared that ChatGPT will take 

over the world someday and leave us totally behind. It’s true though. 

ChatGPT may be smart, customized and simple to use but something that we forget while using it is that it ChatGPT 

does not produce its own information, it simply inspects, analyses and summarizes the work already uploaded on 

the internet to give you solutions the way you want it. It is handy and very human-like, I agree but, it is also a tool for 

plagiarism. 

It can write you an essay, it can give you the recipe to cook the leftover vegetables, it can solve math, it can even write 

codes to de-bug your program in a jiffy. 

Although having human-like conversations with a chatbot gives you joy, you must consider its effect on human life. 

ChatGPT generates desired information, easily replacing copywriters, programmers, research analysts etc. For 

years we have relied on our minds to solve problems, think critically, generate art and write exams even. It is clearly 

evident that our brain cells lose their capacity of generating, creating and developing things with the continuous use 

of AI for everything. Our minds will no longer be available to produce and store basic information as we depend on 

technology to solve our problems for us. 

It is very scary to live in a world stimulated by articial intelligence rather than being fueled by our minds. Our mind is 

a treasure trove of knowledge gained by experience. It is simply stupid to surrender ourselves completely in the 

hands of machines even though it is man-made. I am not arguing that all human-made machines should be unused 

from hereafter. But we can limit ourselves from using such machines that are a disaster to our thinking patterns. 

Human beings are differentiated from animals because of their thinking ability. What will we be if we don’t have a 

working thought process?

A man who doesn’t use his mind is simply out of use himself. It is very difcult now to completely disregard ChatGPT 

out of your lives, I know I can’t. But it is not too late to limit ourselves and come back to old ways of evolving. Read a 

new book every other week, go out trekking, hold a paint brush, cook recipes asking your previous generation and 

rediscover India in a different light. 

It is such a shame letting ourselves be slaves to the AI revolution. 

Well, I know it is very convenient to turn ourselves toward technology to get real-time, beautifully crafted solutions but 

limiting ourselves to the use of technology and letting our imagination run amok sounds way better. In the end, it may 

not be as well-designed as ChatGPT would have made it but, it will be yours. And nothing compares to the joy of 

creating it on our own.                                                                                                                    
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“ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE: THE FUTURE OF THE IT INDUSTRY”

Articial intelligence (AI) has become a buzzword in the technology industry in recent years. It is being 

hailed as a game changer that has the potential to revolutionize the IT industry. The impact of AI is already 

being felt in various sectors such as healthcare, nance, and retail. In this article, we will explore the impact 

of AI on the IT industry.

AI is the development of computer systems that can perform tasks that normally require human 

intelligence. These tasks include learning, reasoning, problem-solving, perception, and natural language 

processing. AI is achieved by building algorithms and models that can process large amounts of data and 

identify patterns and trends. This makes AI a valuable tool in the IT industry, where data is a valuable asset.

One of the major impacts of AI on the IT industry is its ability to automate tasks. This has the potential to 

greatly improve efciency and productivity. By automating mundane and repetitive tasks, employees can 

focus on more complex and creative tasks that require human intelligence. For example, AI-powered 

chatbots can handle customer service queries, freeing up human customer service representatives to 

handle more complex issues.

AI is also being used to improve decision-making in the IT industry. By analyzing data and identifying 

patterns, AI can help identify areas for improvement and provide insights to make better decisions. For 

example, AI can be used to analyze website trafc data to identify areas where user experience can be 

improved.

Another area where AI is making an impact in the IT industry is in cybersecurity. AI can help identify and 

prevent cyber-attacks by analyzing data and identifying anomalies. This has the potential to greatly 

improve the security of IT systems and prevent data breaches.

However, the adoption of AI in the IT industry also presents challenges. One of the major challenges is the 

lack of skilled workers who can develop and implement AI systems. This has led to a shortage of AI talent 

in the industry. Another challenge is the ethical considerations surrounding AI, such as bias and privacy 

concerns.

In conclusion, AI is set to have a major impact on the IT industry in the coming years. It has the potential to 

greatly improve efciency, decision-making, and security in the industry. However, the industry must also 

address the challenges associated with the adoption of AI, such as the shortage of skilled workers and 

ethical considerations. The IT industry must embrace AI as a tool for growth and innovation, while also 

addressing the challenges that come with it.
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 “INNOVATIVE PROGRAMME”

# EQUATION OF STUDENTS KARMA # 

#include<Sem.h>

#include<Tension.h>

Void pain()

{

Mind=confused;

While(Study!=done)

{

Paper = back;

Parents = scold++;
}

If(exam==pass)

Tension free;

Else

Khel khatam natak band;

}
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BEAUTY OF SERENE
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d£À£ÀªÉÃ PÀzÀ£ÀªÁ¬ÄvÀÄ.
dUÀ PÁtÄªÀÅzÉÃ ºÉÆÃgÁlªÁ¬ÄvÀÄ..!
vÁAiÀÄ MqÀ®¯Éè.,
¤£Àß ¸ÁÜ£À PÀzÀ°vÀÄ.

vÁAiÉÄAzÀgÉ zÉÊªÀ, ªÀÄqÀ¢AiÉÄÃ fÃªÀ
ªÀÄUÀ¼ÉÃPÉ ¨sÁgÀ..?
zsÀ£À-zsÁ£ÀåªÀ ¹jAiÉÄAzÀÄ £À«Ä¸ÀÄªÀgÀÄ
vÁAiÉÄAzÀÄ ¥ÀÇf¸ÀÄªÀgÀÄ.
ªÀÄUÀ¼ÉAzÀgÉ KPÉ aAw¸ÀÄªÀgÀÄ.

¸ÁUÀgÀ¢ d¤¹zÀ G¦àUÉ
PÀqÀ¯É ±ÀvÀÄæ
¹ÛæÃAiÀÄ ¥Á°UÉ £ÁjAiÉÄÃ
£ÀÄAUÀ¯ÁgÀzÀ vÀÄvÀÄÛ.

CA¢£À ¹ÛæÃUÉ ¥Àæ±ÉßUÀ¼ÀÄ vÀ¦à®è
EA¢£À ¹ÛæÃUÉ ¥ÀjÃPÉëUÀ¼ÀÄ ¤Aw®è.
ªÉÆzÀ® ¸À® ªÀÄÄmÁÖzÀgÉ 
¹» ºÀAZÀÄªÀ PÀæªÀÄ.
¥Àæw wAUÀ¼ÁzÀgÉ ªÀÄÄnÖ¹PÉÆ¼ÀîzÉ ±ÀæªÀÄ..!

§AzÀªÉ §AzsÀ£ÀªÁ¬ÄvÀÄ..,
«ªÁºÀªÉÃPÉ F ¹ÜwUÉ vÀ®Ä¦vÀÄ..?
CªÀ¼À®è ¨sÁgÀ, vÀÆUÀÄªÀ¼ÀÄ ªÀÄ£É ¨sÁgÀ,
E½¸ÀÄªÀ¼ÀÄ ªÀÄ£À ¨sÁgÀ.

¨ÉÃªÀ ©wÛ ªÀiÁªÀ §AiÀÄ¹zÀAvÉ
EµÀÖzÀ PÀÆ¸À£ÀÄß ¨ÉÃqÀÄªÀgÀAiÀÄå..,
vÁAiÉÆqÀ¯ÉAzÀÄ w½¢gÉÆÃ
AiÀÄAvÀæªÉAzÀÄ ¨sÁ«¹gÉÆÃ...?

ªÀÄUÀÄªÉAzÀÄ PÁA§zÉ
ºÉuÉÚAzÀÄ PÁA§ÄªÀÅzÉ?
PÀArvÉ£ÀÄ PÀAzÀªÀÄä 
¨ÉÃzsÀ ¨sÁªÀªÀ.,.?
 
¤Ã ªÀiÁqÀÄªÀ PÉ®¸À 
¤¤ßAzÀ UÀÄgÀÄw¹zÉ
CxÀªÁ ºÉtÂÚ£À PÉ®¸ÀªÉÃ
MA¢zÉAiÉÄ?

¨ÁzÀåvÉUÀÄ MAzÀÄ «Äw EzÉ C®èªÉÃ
¨ÁzÀåvÉUÀÄ MAzÀÄ «Äw¬ÄzÉ C®èªÉÃ.
¤£Àß ºÁ¢UÉÃPÉ EµÉÆÖAzÀÄ vÉÆqÀQzÉ.?
EµÉÆÖAzÀÄ vÉÆqÀQzÉ.?

CªÀ¼ÀÄ.....

J¯ÉèqÉ C®è¢zÀÝgÀÆ..,
MAzÉqÉ EzÉAiÀÄ®èªÉÃ
£É£À¦gÀ°
EzÀÄ ¤d £ÀqÉzÀ ¸ÀAUÀw.
EzÀÄ ¤d ¸ÀAUÀw.

d£ÀPÀ£À ¸ÀÄvÉAiÀiÁzÀgÉ£ÀAvÉ 
PÀÄgÀÄ ªÀA±ÀzÀ ¸ÉÆ¸ÉAiÀiÁzÀgÉ£ÀAvÉ.
vÀ¦àvÉÃ£ÀÄ ªÀ£ÀªÁ¸À.
vÀ¦àvÉÃ£ÀÄ ¥ÀjºÁ¸Àå.

£É£À¦gÀ° 
ªÀiÁzÀjAiÀÄÄ CªÀ¼ÀÄ
¸ÁzsÀ£ÀªÀÅ CªÀ¼ÀÄ 
¸ÁzsÀ£ÀzÉÆA¢UÉ ¹¢Ý¹zÀ
"¸ÁzsÀ£ÉAiÀÄÄ CªÀ¼ÀÄ”
"¸ÁzsÀ£ÉAiÀÄÄ CªÀ¼ÀÄ”

                                       EAw: ¸ÀÄªÀÄ. JA
                            ¸ÀÄgÁ£Á PÁ¯ÉÃeï, ¦Ãtå PÁåA¥À¸À 
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CREATIVE CORNER
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